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PRESENTATION PLAN
1. CCQ General information;

2. Access to the construction industry;
3. Services provide by CCQ Diversity and
Inclusion team

1. CCQ GENERAL
INFORMATION
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THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
EMPLOYERS
Employer associations
ACQ, ACRGTQ, AECQ, APCHQ,
CMEQ, CMMTQ

DISCUSSIONS / BOARD

EMPLOYEES
Union associations
CSD-CONSTRUCTION, CSNCONSTRUCTION, FTQCONSTRUCTION, CPQMC-I, SQC
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THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
EMPLOYERS
Employer associations
ACQ, ACRGTQ, AECQ, APCHQ,
CMEQ, CMMTQ

Commission de la
construction du Québec

EMPLOYEES

ACT R-20

Union associations

Act Respecting Labour Relations,
Vocational Training, and
Workforce Management in the
Construction Industry

CSD-CONSTRUCTION, CSNCONSTRUCTION, FTQCONSTRUCTION, CPQMC-I, SQC

▪ The collective agreements
▪ Vocational training and
qualification
▪ Workforce management

▪ Social benefits
▪ Compliance with regulations

The sectors
Residential
Institutional and commercial
Industrial
Civil engineering and roadwork
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WHY TO WORK UNDER CONTRUCTION INDUSTRY?
✓ Dynamic sector of
activity;
✓ Possibility to do career in
different trades;
✓ Competitive salaries;
✓ Advantageous social
benefits;
✓ Possibility of owning your
own company;
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PORTRAIT OF THE FIRST NATIONS AND INUIT IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
In Québec
❑ $53 billion in investments in 2019 (6% of GDP)
▪ An average of 264 600 direct jobs/month (1 job in 20)
❑ Construction work covered under Act R-20
▪ 26,005 companies (more than 80% with 5 or fewer employees)
▪ 175,293 employees
▪ 177 million hours worked (most highest into CCQ history)

The First Nations and Inuit in Québec
❑ 1,179 First Nations and Inuit workers active in 2019
▪ 0.67% of the workforce (2.2% of the population)
▪ 2,45% women (1.9% women in general in the industry)

TRADES, OCCUPATIONS, AND JOB PROSPECTS

25 trades
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Bricklayer-mason
Insulator
Tile setter
Carpenter-joiner
Boiler maker
Cement finisher
Roofer
Electrician
Tinsmith
Reinforcing steel erector
Refrigeration mechanic
Crane operator
Elevator mechanic
Millwright
Heavy equipment mechanic
Fire-protection mechanic
Ironworker
Erector mechanic (glazier)
Heavy equipment operator
Shovel operator
Painter
Plasterer
Resilient flooring layer
Interior systems installer
Pipe fitter

6 specialized occupations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Surveyor
Blaster
Diver
Welder
Pipe welder (high pressure)
Line worker

2. ACCESS TO THE
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
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ACCESSING THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
✓ Be at least 16 years old;
✓ Have taken the Health and Safety on construction site course
and hold a certificate from the Association sectorielle paritaire
(ASP Construction card);
✓ Hold a competency certificate from the CCQ
card);

(commonly call the CCQ

AVENUES TO ENTRY AND APPRENTICESHIP
25 trades
***Remedial measures***
Indigenous people
Diploma
recognized by
the MEES

(access at all times)

Labour shortage
Without diploma with
prerequisites
(access when labour
pools open)

Without diploma
without prerequisites
(access when labour pool
opens)

Without
diploma

(without opening of
labour pool)

+
+
✓ Job guarantee (150 hours)
✓ Other conditions (ASP Construction, union associations, $100 fee, diplomas, etc.)

+

Competency certificate (ACC)

Exemption

Apprentice

Apprentice

Hour credits from
DEP

Training
obligation

+
+
On-site apprenticeship period(s)
depending on the trade

Academic
prerequisites

1 year

2,000 OR 4,000 OR 6,000
OR 8,000 OR 10,000 hours

Qualification examination
Competency certificate (JCC)
Journeyperson

Work in
communities
and ancestral
territories
+

Recognized experience
(access at all times)

Recognition of
Reconnaissances
hours
d’heures

Recognized
qualification

TYPE OF MEASURES OR PROGRAM
✓ Administrative measure on community;
✓ Administrative measure outside the community;

✓ Women’s Equality Access Program
P.A.E.F.);

(Programme d’accès à l’égalité des femmes –

✓ Eligibility when registering for the General Knowledge Course
of the Construction Industry (Cour de connaissance Générale de l’industrie de la construction –
C.C.G.I.C.) ;

ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURE ON COMMUNITY

Hiring priority
Regulation R-20, 6.1 on the hiring and mobility of
employees in the construction industry (Article 36):
Despite section 35, for work carried out in James Bay or Nunavik, hiring priority is first respectively granted
to the Natives who are domiciled there and who are employee candidates holding a competency
certificate. journeyman, occupation-skill or apprentice-skill, as the case may be, issued by the Commission.
The same priority is given everywhere else to natives holding such a certificate for work carried out on the
reserve or establishment where they are domiciled.

ADMINISTRATIVE MEASURE OUTSIDE THE
COMMUNITY
▪ Over-the-counter contracts with major contrators on
reserved lands and ancestral lands;
▪ Preferential clauses (in particular with Hydro-Québec and the MTQ)
within the framework of agreements signed with the
Aboriginal communities;
▪ Obligation to consult the communities beforehand for
the carrying out of work in the communities or on their
ancestral lands.

WOMEN’S EQUALITY ACCESS PROGRAM
▪ 40 measures to support the journey of women, create a
supportive, inclusive and respectful environment and to
ensure shared responsability.
▪ About ten public bodies and ministries involved in the
program.
▪ Some examples of program measures:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Opening of the pool at 30%;
Priority of access to study programs;
Apprentice-journeyperson ratio 2 : 1;
CCGIC exercise, automatically admitted if not drawn.

ELIGIBILITY WHEN REGISTERING FOR THE GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE COURSE OF THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
In order to meet the manpower of the 6 occupational titles, a random draw is
conducted annually to determine who can take the mandatory training to
hold the specialized occupation competency certificate.
Thus, when the workforce from First Nations and Inuit, even if it has not been
drawn, will automatically be admitted to the training.
Here are the job titles (specialized occupation):
➢ Blaster and driller
➢ Welder
➢ High pressure welder
➢ Surveyor
➢ Lineman
➢ Diver

Relations between communities and compagnies and
associations of the construction industry
▪Mutual ignorance and lack of common interests and goals;

▪Prejudice and discrimination in hiring and employment by some
compagnies against the Aboriginal workforce;
▪Lack of support and services offered by union associations to
their Aboriginal members;
▪Misunderstanding and fears of unionization in the communities.

More information…
▪Failure to respect the rights and working conditions of indigenous workers,
treated differently than non-indigenous workers on the same site:
-Skills of Indigenous employees underestimated
-Lower wages
-Loss of social benefits
-Hours worked not declared
-Non-respect of skills according to trades and occupations
-Security issues

3. AVAILABLE
SERVICES
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SERVICE FOR THE FIRST NATION & INUIT
/ Information and support service;

/ Information sessions (Employability and training partners, Band
councils, public organizations and one-off and invitation-only events)
/ Adaptation of services (Translation of documents, adapted
communications, services offered on request, training activities,
qualification exam)
/ Industry awareness of Aboriginal realities (Awareness sessions,
consultations and meetings with partners)
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Regulatory amendments – labour scarcity in the construction industry
The
government
of
Québec
unveiled its action plan for the
construction sector.
Among the measures announced,
eight of them specifically concern
the regulations applied by the
CCQ.

For a more detailed description of
each of the eight measures,
visit www.ccq.org/rareteMO.

Starting on April 26, 2021, it will therefore
be possible:
•To have experience acquired outside of
construction be recognized for joining the
industry by allowing the issuance of an
apprentice competency certificate to all
individuals who submit a relevant record of
recognition of professional experience
equivalent to 35% of apprenticeship in the
trade.
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QUESTIONS
THANK YOU!
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